
  



 

APRIL 2018 

A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT 

Welcome to our April 2018 issue of the magazine. 

The year is already flying past – we are into the fourth month, one third of the way through 2018, yet 
we’ve only just started. Our show is just 3 months off, so we’ve some work to do to pull all of the 
details together for what hopefully will be another successful event. By the time you read this we’ll 
have held our first ‘show’ meeting – an open invitation to anyone who wishes to get involved. We 
always need members to help out with many tasks and chores prior to, and during the event.  If you 
want to get further involved in our club, just let us know. Indeed, if our plans for our 2019 show come 
to fruition, it’ll be all hands to the deck! 

A few folk have asked about some confusion with the forthcoming American competition, normally 
scheduled for July each time we hold it. It’s no different this year. A typo crept into the magazine 
schedule which should be ignored. It’s definitely being held during the main July meeting and not the 
May meeting as the schedule suggests.  Hopefully the Editor will have this sorted in time for this issue.  

The club continues to grow at a pleasing pace with another new member joining us just this past 
month. Welcome aboard Ray Smith. Ray is an armour modeller with a lot of enthusiasm and, by his 
own admission, little know-how! We all started somewhere, and with the depth of experience many 
of our members have, I’m sure we’ll have him up to speed in no time.  Please make Ray feel welcome 
at your next meeting if you have yet to meet him.    

Indeed, the Facebook group page now has 83 members, many of which actually go to the club 
meetings! We have a few foreign ‘observers’ to the page… I have noticed of late, that a few non 
modelling related posts creeping in to the feed I see. I would ask that we try to keep on point – so that 
our posts relate to club matters, the models your building, useful links or examples of outstanding 
modelling.  Admin have the option of approving all posts; let’s hope we never have to use it.  

This month I have concluded my articles on the Tamiya Mosquito – delayed somewhat by the huge 
amount of content we’ve had of late, and an overwhelming amount of time being spent on family 
matters. Perhaps a new model to construct will spur me on to regain some lost drive to get back to 
the workbench and enjoy some of life’s simple pleasures. Paul 

Club President 
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This is the newsletter of Romsey Modellers a group of plastic modellers based in Southern 
Hampshire. We cater for all modelling genres and skill levels from beginners to well-seasoned gurus. 

We meet on the 1st and 3rd Wednesdays of the month from 8pm to 10pm in Ampfield, Hampshire, 
where we often run workshops and club competitions but more importantly have a good chat about 
our hobby. We also attend most of the local model shows, where we exhibit our member’s 
completed projects. 

We have an open door policy so if you want to  sample how we can help you get more out of your 
hobby or just come and have a friendly discussion (tea and biscuits provided) please feel free to turn 
up – see the last page for details or visit our web site 

www.romseymodellers.co.uk 
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CLUB NEWS  

 

TANGMERE SCALE MODEL SHOW – 5TH MAY 2018 

Tangmere Sector Modellers will be holding 

their first model show exhibtion at the 

Tangmere Military Avaiation Museum on the 

5th May. We are booked in to display on 12 

foot of table space, just single depth 

allowable in such a small museum.  

I suspect this will be a popular event with 

both exhibitors and visting public, as this 

museum is a great venue for viewing real 

sized aircraft and their model sized 

equivolants. I’m unsure how many passes 

the club has, (if any are needed?) Mark 

Husband will update us as soon as.  

 We will sort out who’s planning to display at 

the club meeting on the 18th April and via 

our Facebook group page as usual in the 

days before the event.     

More information can be found on the 

Tangmere Museum website or via the 

Tangmere Sectors Modellers facebook page.  
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TAMIYA 1/48TH MOSQUITO – PART 4  
PAUL ADAMS  

When I last managed to find time to write about the Mosquito build, it was December 2017…. 

As I write about all of my builds in the club magazine, the model isn’t completed if I haven’t concluded 
the details of the model in ‘print’. Performing a write up also reminds me of what techniques I’ve used 
– a very useful tool if your memory can be as bad as mine at times! To recap, I had applied the decals 
over a clearcoat provided via Tamiya’s gloss clear, X22. The decals weren’t too bad as I wrote in 
December issue…     

  

The decals went on largely without a hitch. The roundels were fine, stencils not so, and markings were good after trimmiing off 
the unwanted carrier film. Next up will be a wash into what panel lines there are and then matt varnish. 

With the decals in place and any pesky silvering dealt with it was time for panel line washing. I chose 
AK’s Panel line wash (!!) (AK2071) for brown and green camo. It’s basically a refined dark grey enamel 
paint, very thin, and ready to use from the bottle. I had used the previously on the interior, so I knew 
what to expect. I ran the wash into the lines, rivets holes and anywhere convenient on the underside 
of the aircraft first. The wash flows with ease and excess can be wiped away after a few minutes of 
drying with a dry cloth. I also used the wash to begin weathering some small areas where I wanted 
some grime biuld up. It can be stippled on and blended with AK’s Odourless thinners (AK040) using a 
brush. The effect is very good after it dries. The grime was applied to the edges of the engine cowlings 
to suggest regular servicing and use had left these areas grubby.  I moved onto the upper surfaces and 
performed the same task, also building up some grime around the fuel tanks covers.  

  

The panel line wash makes a big difference to the appearance of the model even at this early stage of weathering. 
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At this stage I added some post shading. It’s not a technique I well versed in, my previous effort was 
on the Beaufighter, some 13 years ago! Anyhow, unpreturbed, I mixed up some Mr Hobby flat black, 
thinning to 90% thinner to paint, and selecting my Iwata Custom Micron and turning the air pressure 
down to just 10psi, I sprayed away with surprisingly little issue. I applied shading around the engine 
nacelles, wing roots, tail rudder and ailerons. The effect can be over done, so I exercised caution and 
constantly checked my work as I went. So, another hurdle out of the way – it was time to seal the first 
weathering stages in with Tamiya acrylic Flat Clear. This was thinned with Mr Color Levelling thnner 
to 60% thinner to clear and shot at around 18-20psi, applying light coats so as not obliterate the sheen 
completely. Three coats were used in the end, and happily I managed to achieve the effect I was after.  

  

The post shading, applied carefully to the wing roots, flaps and areas were futher dirt and grime will build up. It should be subtle, 
noticeble, but not over done. 

   

The model was really taking shape at this stage, but more weathering was needed on the underside. 
The reference photos I have of EG-T shows a distinct pattern of exhaust staining aft of the shroud and 
indeed it is evident on most period photos of Mosquito’s. I went to my small stash of MIG pigments 
for this, adding both black smoke and a touch of grey, stippled on and blended with a brush, shaping 
the mark as I went.  At this stage I also added some more grime to the underside wing root with the 
pigments, and a little more using the AK 2071 wash.  

 

 

The overall effect of the washed panel lines, post shading, and pigment application begins to show. Small tweeks were made 
using all three techniques until I was happy with the look of the underside. There is evidence to suggest that Mosquito’s 

weathered in such a way, and so it would be sacriledge not to take advantage of it! 
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Further weathering was added to the exhaust shroud, where it appeared that the paint would be burnt 
off from the heat generated by those Merlins. For this I used pigment again, MIG’s rust colured shades 
were used along with a little black smoke. A dabbing technique formed the basic shape, and different 
rust shades added interest. Some more tones were added with AK wash around the engine panel to 
complete the look.  

One issue that arose late in the biuld was the correct colour of the spinners. The photo’s I found 
suggest Sea Grey, matching the underside of the aircraft. I also stumbled across an old article in TMMI 
by Geoff Coughlin (a modeller whose work I admire)  who also used Medium sea grey. A lengthy online 
discussion took place on the club Facebook page which resulted in me respraying the spinners 
in…Ocean Grey, but this time matching the upper surface tones which I failed to do first time out. I 
added shading with both airbrush and AK wash enamels, finishing with chip marks using a Berol pencil. 

 

The model was near completion now. I 
glued on the modified landing gear and 
weathered the tyres with pigments. If 
there was one aspect of difficulty with this 
kit, it was here. For the life of me, I could’nt 
see into the nacelle well enough to place 
the legs correctly and it took a number of 
attempts  to get it right. Other final details 
included the 225KG bombs. As I had closed 
the bomb bay doors, I 

 

The re-painted spinners, with post shading and highlights, chips and stains. Whilst the evidence suggested 
Sea Grey for these, I stuck with Tamiya’s suggestion of Ocean Grey following much debate! This photo also 

hows the exhaust shroud weathering. 
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 only had two to do. I wanted a weathered look as I had seen in many operational airfield photos of 
crews loading up aircraft with muddy and soiled ordanance. Again this did cause some debate on 
Facebook – I painted the bombs with Tamiya black green, sprayed a covering of AK chipping fluid, and 
then airbrush a coat of Tamiya Desert yellow. Given I hadn’t tried chipping like this before – I found it 
very easy and the effect is brilliant. The weathering was completed with the rubbing of some pencil 
lead along some edges. The bombs were added to the wings and looked terrific.  

Last details to add were the pitot tube and mesh intake covers (from the same set as the gun barrels). 
These were sprayed up and added with tiny amounts of cyano glue. Last part on was the canopy. 
Another gripe with the kit here…Those frame decals for the insides are hideous and just don’t cut it 
on a kit of this quality. If I had my time again, I would certainly paint the inside frame work, as it would 
be worth the time it took to mask up.  

So, my first aircraft model since 2006 was completed. It was kind of sad to finish it as it had been such 
a joy to make and create one of my all time favourite aircraft. Tamiya’s kit is a stunner, aside from the 
awful canopy decals and  undercarriage leg fitment. This kit is 1998 ‘vintage’ and still holds up well. 
Out of the box, it can be built to look like a correct MKIV Mosquito with little effort.   Fuelled by the 
pleasure this kit has given me, a Tamiya 1/32nd version is now in the stash and will be made in the 
same markings, EG-T, while this 1/48th model will be presented to my older Brother at some point in 
the future after the model has done a ‘tour’ with the club.    
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KITASTROPHIK KOGITATIONS     

GRAY SHARPLING  

A (hopefully) regular monthly column 

Doesn’t time fly…  This month’s article was actually intended for the March issue, but got delayed due 
to Tony’s jet-setting adventures around the world.  However, that does mean I can now actually 
present an article that covers the other half of the vague remit that I gave myself when I started trying 
to write something for the club magazine every month.  That original remit was to “give an update on 
my builds; or alternatively, if progress has been slow, perhaps a few comments on any other 
modelling-related topics that happen to catch my attention”.  Until now, progress on my 2017 build 
(singular) had been so slow that I’ve had no choice but to find other topics to write about that I hoped 
might be of interest to you.  This month though, as predicted last month, I have actually done some 
modelling! 

 

 SIMPLE SANDTROOPER 

Bandai 1/12th Star Wars Sandtrooper 

For those of you with good 
memories, you will recall 
that I did a “Quick Build” of 
a brace of Bandai Star Wars 
Stormtrooper kits back in 
the January 2016 issue of 
The Romsey Modeller.  
That was a straight out-of-
the-box build, of the classic 
Star Wars soldier.  After all 
my modelling agonies of 
the past fifteen months(!), 
I needed a definite palate-
cleanser of a kit.  
Something much simpler 
that I knew would just fall 

together with no trials and tribulations, and that would be quick to complete, to hopefully get back 
some of my confidence and modelling mojo.  So I decided to raid my stash of Bandai 1/12th scale Star 
Wars figures again.  This time however, in order to try and avoid repetition of that previous article, I 
would attempt to add just a little extra zing to the basic kit.  I very deliberately was not going to try 
and be over-ambitious, my mojo is still too delicately balanced for that yet I fear, but wanted to do 
enough to add interest without making hard work for myself. 

Despite initial appearances, the Sandtrooper kit is actually not just a straight re-box of the original 
Stormtrooper, there are some subtle differences.  The Sandtroopers were the “prototypes” in terms 
of how the movie was made, being the first time the Empire’s foot-soldiers were seen in the original 
Star Wars movie.  The film-makers discovering what worked, and what didn’t, then making 
adjustments for the “standard” Stormtroopers we all know and love seen later-on, and again in 
subsequent movies.  So for this earlier version, the armour has some tweaks including, but not limited 
to, simpler knee and abdominal sections, and a subtly different helmet.  Also, the Sandtrooper gets a 
cool “epaulet” thing, a different set of pouches and greeblies on his belt and shoulders, and a huge 
backpack of survival gear to allow him to endure in the harsh climate of desert planets.  Plus a stonking 
big gun!  Who could resist? 

My modest plan was two-fold.  First I would make more of an effort to paint him and his gear where 
necessary.  Not the armour itself, that was absolutely fine in its out-of-the-box white.  However, his 
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gear and weapons would get a little added detail and dry-brushing attention, and the whole model 
would be weathered to show how he had been yomping across the dunes, not fresh off the parade 
ground.  Secondly, I would enhance his little base/stand to make it more desert-like, and make him 
look like he was actually somewhere, rather than just a static display-figure on a plastic base. 

First step was to hand-paint a few minor details: small inset panels on the helmet and silver high-lights 
on the breath-mask, instead of using the supplied decals or stickers.  That done, the few remaining 
decals that I was using were applied whilst the parts were still on the sprue.  All bar one were added 
to the breath-mask section of the helmet.  The one other decal I originally intended to use was a large 
colour-patch to show the rank (or whatever it signifies) on the big shoulder epaulet-thingy. 

  
Breath-mask and helmet decaled whilst still on the 

sprue. 
Shoulder-patch epaulet decal refused to lie flat 

despite copious Micro-Sol and Set. 

  
So off it came, and out came the masking tape. Shoulder-patch painted, and looking much better. 

This is where “The Hiccup™“ occurred.  I can’t ever seem to have any model go completely smoothly, 
and this was it for this one.  The epaulet-thingy was a three-dimensional compound curve, and despite 
being strategically slit, the big decal just refused to conform to the curved surface without wrinkling 
and creasing.  Liberal amounts of Micro-Set and Micro-Sol helped slightly, but it was a losing battle.  
So I had to sand off the now-dry decal.  A new blade went into the knife, Tamiya masking tape was 
applied and then cut to shape so I could paint it instead.  I went for orange, as that was just the most 
interesting colour in my humble opinion, compared to white or black - there was enough of that on 
this kit already. 

Whilst all that was drying, I looked at the stand.  Bandai supply a great little base, with a desert pattern 
and a foot-shaped depression to grip one foot and help the figure stand upright on his own without 
support.  But it had little cut-outs on all four sides to allow it to be connected to other Bandai figure-
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bases.  For something that was to perhaps be displayed, the cut-outs needed filling-in.  So out came 
the putty and sanding sticks [shudder]. 

  
Connector cut-outs filled and sanded on the supplied desert-patterned base. 

Knowing I wasn’t going to paint most of him, it occurred to me that the armour was so extremely 
glossy that good old Flory washes would probably just bead-up and roll straight off.  So I decided to 
matt-varnish the whole model whilst it was still on the sprue.  This would then hopefully give the 
weathering washes some fine surface grain to “grip” into. 

When my favourite Vallejo Acrylic Matt Varnish had dried, it was on to the primary construction.  
Bandai’s official position is that these are snap-fit kits with no glue required.  However, most modellers 
will want to use a little glue, just on locating pins and tabs, to make the end result that much sturdier.  
Having built these figures before, I knew what to expect, and it all went quickly and smoothly.  Extra 
care is needed on the very first parts off the sprue - the two back halves of the helmet, as this is the 
most prominent seam on the whole model, but other than that, most parts fit together like a three-
dimensional jigsaw and all the seams just disappear.  Stunning.  I also had to be careful when reading 
the instructions, as there was an additional sprue of new parts that replaced the standard parts, but 
a few hours work had the primary construction finished, and he could have been called complete as 
before - if I wasn’t going to go just that smidgen further this time. 

  
Head and torso parts. Leg parts. 

 

 

Above:  Arm parts. 
 

Right:  Head and torso coming together. 

His backpack parts were dry-brushed with dark-grey on the black parts, pale-grey on the blue-grey 
parts, and gun-metal on the big gun.  It was actually quite amusing to spot the real-life hardware-store 
items used by the costume designers to make-up a futuristic backpack.  There were Tupperware 
containers and drink bottles, and even a plastic syphon-flush from a toilet, all faithfully moulded in 
scale and attached to the pack-frame.  A couple of parts had hollow backs that would be visible, so 
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these needed filling or covering with thin plasticard, and then painting to hide the hollow toy-like 
nature which was visible from certain angles; but this was all easily accomplished. 

Once fully assembled, I decided to replace the rubber moulded strap for the gun with something 
hopefully more realistic.  Some Tamiya masking tape was stuck back-to-back to make it double-
thickness, and then cut into a 3mm wide strip.  This was then painted a buff colour to vaguely simulate 
canvas-webbing, and some tiny buckles were fashioned from fuse-wire.  I had a minor flash-back to 
making the wiring brackets for my F-35, but this time there was only a few.  I fact, I accidentally made 
one more than I actually needed in the end.  I simply looped the wire around a small diamond file that 
happened to be about the right size and slid them off.  Much easier.  A few touches of white-glue then 
held it all in place, and I was much happier than with the supplied kit rubber thing, which was far too 
thick for scale. 

  
Masking tape being painted to replace the supplied 

too-thick rubber strap for gun. 
Making strap buckles out of fuse-wire. 

 

 

I was into the final stretch now.  He 
was glued to the supplied base with 
more white-glue, and then I 
smeared a thin white-glue/water 
mix all over the base and scattered 
some of my sand/gravel mix to 
make it look like desert.  Once that 
little lot had dried overnight, Flory 
Sand wash was liberally smeared all 
over him.  Again when that had 
dried, slightly dampened cotton-
buds took off the excess to leave 
what, to my eye, looked like a 
realistic level of desert-grime, and I 
called him done.  Just as a final 
flourish, I glued the supplied base to 
a slate coaster I got in the Dunelm 
Mill sale at £3.60 for a set of four.  I 
am sure I will find a use for the other 
three at some point in the future. 

As something to try and help me get 
over my “modelling-PTSD” (see last 
month’s Kitastrophik article), this 
seemed like a good start.  I knew it 
would go together easily with no fit 
issues whatsoever, and that it 

wouldn’t take much effort to spruce the little guy up so as to give something slightly more than just a 
straight out-of-the-box build.  The project was actually spread over about three weekends, but that 
was due “real life” stuff taking up my time, and not my lack of enthusiasm to get to the workbench, 
which compared to the previous year or more, made for a very pleasant change. 

 

 
Complete apart from “sanding” the base, and weathering. 
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KP – 1/72 USAAF SPITFIRE VB - PART 1 
WILL BOOTH 

One of my favourite 1/72 kits from back in the day was the 
Airfix Vb.  I built several, one was Emily’s first build and I 
have several of the recent boxing in the stash as well as an 
original one in blue plastic with stand.  It still builds into a 
nice model, though obviously not as detailed as the modern 
Spitfire kits by Eduard et al. 

Having built the AZ Dutch two seater, I thought I’d try the 
KP tropical Vb mainly due to the American markings on the 
box art.  There are also early and late Vb boxings, as well as 

Ib and IIb versions – the only difference in the plastic in all these is the varying early and late canopy 
clear sprues supplied, the grey plastic for the plane itself is the same with the alternative parts for the 
other versions included. 

  
Sprues 

KP are a part of the AZ empire along with several other Czech makes.  Their kits look very similar to 
their AZ stablemates when comparing say, Spitfires, with very similar breakdown and look of parts, 
but the KP ones are crisper and have refinements like location slots for tailplanes (but no pins for 
joining the fuselage).  KP use more sophisticated metal moulds than their short run AZ, and the name 
KP was resurrected by the company as apparently a nostalgic gesture for Eastern European modellers, 
indeed they do a budget range with single decal option aimed at younger / beginner modellers at 
similar prices to Airfix (probably even way cheaper in the Czech Republic). 

  
RAF option US Options 

The plane has assembled beautifully so far in the usual order for Spitfires.  Unlike the AZ “Nine” the 
wings are moulded full span with alternative clipped tips which simplifies that aspect.  Make sure you 
check the position of the inner door wells by temporarily locating the gear legs in place whilst gluing 
the wells to make sure the sit will be right (this is the voice of experience from the AZ version), 
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potentially saves a bit of carvery later, assuming, like me, you leave off the delicate undercarriage until 
the last moment as standard practice. 

  
Decals Instructions 

The only real problem with the kit so far is the decals, or rather some of them or indeed the lack 
thereof.  I think you’re okay with the two RAF options but KP 
obviously realised they forgot some of the stars so include an 
errata decal sheet with two more stars (marked Admiral? - yet 
another in the AZ empire?) but that didn’t seem to cover the 
underwing one correctly!  Neither had it included the seat belt 
and IP decals on the sheet that are noted on the instructions 
(they’re on the Mk 1b boxing’s sheet though)!  Luckily my pile of 
Airfix Vbs could supply the missing stars, the seat belts are from 
tape and the instrument panel dry-brushed!  Afterwards I 
realised I could have used a spare IP decal from the Eduard profi 

kits…  One thing I do find with Czech decals (any make so far) is to only use microset on the larger 
decals, as the smaller ones and stencils are grabby enough already! 

How far will I be by Wednesday’s meeting – come and see… 

  

Seat Cockpit Build 

  

Underside Upper View 
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TAKOM 1/35 AML-90 ARMOURED CAR. 
KARL SCAMMELL 

For this build I will be converting 
this kit into an Eland which was 
used by the South African 
Defence Force during the South 
African border conflict. The 
conversion is minimal with just 
the addition of a scratch-built air 
intake attached to the rear hull.  

 

 

 

 

 BACKGROUND 

The Eland is a lightweight armoured car based on the French Panhard AML used for long range 
reconnaissance operations. It was designed and built under licence by South Africa for use by its 
defence force to replace the Daimler Ferret. Due to its lightweight and 4 x 4 capability, it was ideally 
suited to the flat sandy plains of Southern Africa. Externally, apart from the fitting of a 90mm Denel 
gun, this version is very similar to the original French design. However, internally the Eland was fitted 
with a 4-cylinder inline water-cooled petrol engine as opposed to the air-cooled engine of its French 
cousin which would cope better with the hot and dusty conditions found on deployment in the ‘bush’. 
Elands served for thirty years in South African service, finally being retired in 1994. 

BUILD 

 The build sequence starts with 
assembling the suspension and 
wheel axles. I found the detail and 
engineering superb with all the 
various parts going together with 
absolutely no issues. This was 
repeated throughout the build. 

With the suspension assemblies 
complete the fenders, hatches and 
lights were fitted. 

 

 

Suspension assembly complete. 
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As previously mentioned the only significant 
external difference between the AML-90 and the 
Elan is the air inlet box for the radiator which is 
situated on the rear hull. So, to replicate this, it 
was just a case of scratch building the box from 
plasticard. 

The next task was to fit the hull top, followed by 
inserting the driver and gluing him into position. 
The hull now was virtually finished the final jobs 
were to fit lights and the driving mirrors. 

I could then move onto assembling the turret 
which again proved a quick and painless 
experience. In this case, I plan to have the 
hatches open with the crew sitting on top of the 
turret. The main gun was moulded as a single 
piece, which meant I wouldn’t have spend a 
significant amount of time cleaning up seam 
lines. 

 

Front of hull showing lights etc. 

 

View of rear hull showing scratch-built air inlet box  

  

Lower hull complete, driver masked up ahead of 
painting. 

Turret complete. 
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PAINTING 

For priming I use Vallejo’s acrylic polyurethane primer, despite having used it for the last 12 months, 
I can’t make my mind up about it. It gives good coverage but can take some time to harden, in fact 
they recommend leaving it 12 hours before applying masking tape. So, if anybody has any good primer 
recommendations, I would be interested to hear about them. 

For the main body colour, I used the internet to search for some references. The colours applied range 
from dark greens through to desert sand depending on the time period. I settled on using an acrylic 
dark olive green which is somewhere in between the two. For the period I am replicating which is the 
early 80’s and from the photo’s I have seem this would seem to be a reasonable choice. 

With the main base colour applied I could then attach the various tools to the hull having painted 
these previously. Then fit the hatches, attach the tyres to the hubs and fit these to the hull. The tyres 
were sprayed with an acrylic tyre black along with the mud guards. 

 

Awaiting weathering. 

Prior to applying the wash, I sprayed an acrylic matt lacquer over the surfaces and allowed it to dry 
for 24 hours.  With the lacquer fully hardened I then applied the Flory Models Black wash all over, 
followed by selective removal. This wash nicely tones down the applied paint finish, gives the finish 
some contrast and highlights panel lines etc. 

To give the surfaces a dusty finish, I then mixed 60% Mig Beach sand pigment with 40% AK Middle 
East soil pigment and Tamiya X20A thinners which I then sprayed over the hull, wheels and to a lesser 
extent the turret. Once this dust wash had dried, using a stiff brush I then buffed various panels which 
‘blended’ the effect further. I then gave all the surfaces another coat of matt acrylic lacquer. 

 

 FIGURES  

At this point it is worth describing the context in which I intend to display the model. I intend to create 
a diorama showing the Eland passing an abandoned T-54B of the FALB (Peoples Armed Forces for the 
Liberation of Angola) during the South African Border War. 
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I intend to show the gunner and commander of the Eland sat on top of the turret discussing the T-54 
with the driver in his normal position. At present , there are no SADF armoured vehicle crew available 
as aftermarket figures, so it was a case of searching the internet to find a suitable set that matched a 
SADF crew in terms of appearance and also in the correct pose I was looking for. I finally settled on an 
IDF tank crew set from Meng(HS-002) for the two figures that will be sat on top of the turret. For the 
driver, I used a figure from my spares box. 

  

Turret figures. 

After a quick look at the internet for colour references for the crew overalls, I came across a document 
that gave the colour description as red khaki brown for South African army uniforms of this period.  
So, I mixed the following acrylic colours thus 80% khaki brown with 20% red to hopefully give an 
approximate match. This colour was applied by brush, followed by a matt lacquer and then selective 
application of a black wash to create some shadow. The last job was to selectively dust on some AK 
Middle East soil pigment to create a dusty appearance to the clothing. 

Subsequent articles will cover the build of a FALPA T-54B and the creation of the diorama. Below some 
pictures of the completed Eland. 
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PROPELLER BLUR  
RICHARD STEWART 

It seems a bit strange to be starting an article at the very end of a build but as I’ve already done a build 
article on the 1/32 Tamiya Spitfire MK IX there is not too much difference between that and this 
Tamiya 1/32 MK VIII. 

I wanted this to be ‘bombed up’ and airborne. The latter was the challenge to look convincing. There 
are brass etched versions on the market but not in this large scale and so I wanted to make my own 
this time using clear acetate.  

  

Well finished all bar the bombs and the Blur! 

  

THE BLUR BEGINS! 

I started with finding some 2mm clear 
acetate sheet and using a compass 
measured the diameter of the original 
prop which I then transferred to the 
sheet. To cut the acetate I drilled a small 
2 mm hole in the centre of the prop disc 
and used a panel scriber securely taped 
to at old compass which itself was locked 
in placed so it would not adjust its 
distance when scraping away along the 
marked line. Once enough had been 
taken away the disc broke free. (Phew!) 

 

 

 

 

THE PROPELLER CONE  

My next task was to cover the holes left in the cone as these would be seen through the clear acetate 
and spoil the illusion of it spinning. On this I used some black electrical insulating tape and using a 
compass cutter and cut a half circle to follow the curvature of the cone. Nice and simple! 

 

The disc is now cut with the centre hole drilled out to 
accept the propeller cone 
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A tool not used much but useful when it’s called 
upon  

The finished article  
 

 

HOMEMADE DECALS  

This is the most important part as this is what will give the impression of the props spinning. To do this 
I went on-line and found the URL below which explains the process to create on your PC.  

http://designstacks.net/how-to-make-a-spinning-propeller 

  

Something like the above was created 
 

Yellow disc was far too bright to pass the wife’s 
quality control! 

 

I firstly just used the picture on the left and printed x4 of these. While the clear gloss lacquer was 
drying. I masked the acetate disc leaving approx. a 2mm gap from the edge of the disc and sprayed 
that yellow. Once that was dry and masks removed I applied the decals one on each other and slightly 
out of phase to mimic slight engine speed fluctuations. Seemed o/k at first but the yellow was far too 
bright and even the wife commented on it so had to do another!     

http://designstacks.net/how-to-make-a-spinning-propeller
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Printed off and attached the decal sheet to the printed areas to save any unnecessary wastage. Then ran it 
through the printer again.  Cut out the centre of the decal using the compass cutter 

 SECOND ATTEMPT! 

This time I added the yellow at the PC stage in a dotted format and again printed off another X4 
examples (Note, need to get some more clear decal sheet at the next show!). After the clear lacquer 
that protected them was dry I cut them out and applied them in the same way as mentioned above. 
For the edge of the disc I used a yellow Sharpie pen to merge the yellow of the decal with the clear 
ends which created just the right amount of opaqueness. A finishing a coat of clear lacquer was applied 
to the disc and when dry was then glued onto the spinner with PVA. 

It was time to then fit the bombs together with more delicate parts to the model and add to my 
collection! 
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CLUB DIARY 2018 

2018 

April 18th  Late Club Night April 22nd Milton Keynes Model Show  

May 2nd   
May 16th  

Early Club Night 
Late Club Night 

May 5th  Tangmere Museum 

June 6th 
June 20th   

Early Club Night 
Late Club Night  

June 2nd  IPMS Salisbury Show 

July 4th 
July 18th  

Early Club Night 
Late Club Night (US Competition) 

July 14th  ROMSEY MODELLERS SHOW  

August 1st  
August 15th  

Early Club Night 
Late Club Night 

August 5th 

August 12th 
Avon Model Show  
Boscombe Down Show  

September 5th  
September 19th 

Early Club Night 
Late Club Night (Vintage Model 
Competition) 

September 15th 

September 21st – 
24th 

IPMS Farnborough Show 

ROSMEY TOUR 2018 

October 3rd   
October 17th  

Early Club Night 
Late Club Night(Photo Night) October 13th /14th Bovington Autumn Show (TBC) 

November  7th 
November 21st   

Early Club Night 
Annual Competition 

November 
10th/11th 
November 18th 

November 25th 

Scale ModelWorld 2018 
 
Middle Wallop Show (TBC) 
Bugle Call 

December 5th 
December 18th  

Early Club Night 
Xmas Night 

  

 

Next Meeting: Wednesday April 18th            (8pm to 10pm) 

CONTACT INFO 

Web Site wwww.romseymodellers.co.uk  email info@romseymodellers.co.uk 

Club President   Paul Adams 
Club Secretary   Tony Adams Tel: 01794 519153 
Magazine Editor Tony Adams Tel: 07736555664  email: tony@romseymodellers.co.uk 
Treasurer  Paul Adams 
Show Secretary  Mark Husband Tel: 07806 636208 email: ariel.19@hotmail.co.uk 
Competition Secretary   Sean Summers  

Thank you to this month’s contributors to this publication 

Tony Adams 
Paul Adams 
Gray Sharpling 

Richard Stewart 
Karl Scammell 
Will Booth 

  

http://www.romseymodellers.co.uk/
file:///C:/Users/Administrator/AppData/Roaming/Microsoft/Word/info@romseymodellers.co.uk
file:///C:/modelling/Newletter/December%202009/tony@romseymodellers.co.uk
mailto:ariel.19@hotmail.co.uk
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FINDING US 

Ampfield Village 
Hall 
Morleys Lane 
Romsey 
Hampshire 
SO51 9BJ 

 

  

 

BACK ISSUES 

For those of you that are new to this publication is it worth noting that a full archive of The Romsey 
Modeller (now almost 100 issues) plus its predecessor “Update” are available on our web site at 
https://www.romseymodellers.co.uk/magazine 

    

 

Articles and news are always welcome for inclusion in this magazine. Note all views and information 
thus expressed are solely those of the author(s) and do not necessarily represent the views of the 
editor or the club as a whole. Copyright: Romsey Modellers 2018 

https://www.romseymodellers.co.uk/magazine

